What I most wished to discover [in my study] was the role that spermatozoids play in fertilization. In order to determine this, I put a droplet of red liquid, and at a small distance, a similar droplet of white liquid in a little trough on the viewing slide of the microscope; then, after covering all of this with a thin strip of glass, I added a drop of sea water. I was then able to watch the spermatozoids advance progressively towards the eggs. Some of [the eggs] were soon encircled by a compact mass of moving corpuscles; others, farther away, only found themselves in contact with a very small number [of sperm]; in both cases, I saw the signs of fertilization.
Introduction
Fertilization is the essential process by which most sexually reproducing individuals begin. Though the mechanism of fertilization varies across kingdoms and between species, in all cases, one male gamete and one female gamete must meet in order to combine their genetic material in the conception of a genetically unique offspring. Even this fact, however, has not always been known. Historically, the mechanism of fertilization has been a challenge to study given the small size of gametes, the often internal site of fertilization, and the special conditions necessary for fertilization to occur. Thus, it was not until Oskar Hertwig published his seminal observations of sperm and egg pronuclear fusion in the sea urchin in 1876 that the longstanding debate over the role of eggs and sperm in fertilization was finally settled. 1 Given the impact of his discovery, both early and current publications credit Oskar Hertwig with having made the first truly significant discovery in the field of fertilization. In 1892, Theodor Boveri asserted that "It was the uncontested merit of Oskar Hertwig to have, with a brilliant stroke, illuminated the field" (Baltzer, 1967) . Prior to Hertwig's 1876 publication, "Beiträge zur Kenntniss der Bildung, Befruchtung und Theilung des thierischen Eies," considerable debate surrounded the exact role of eggs, sperm, and seminal fluid in fertilization. Indeed, the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries witnessed the creation, dismissal, and renewal of an array of theories about the mechanisms of fertilization, ranging from spontaneous generation to preformation to epigenesis. Despite his important observation of the entry of the sperm pronucleus into the egg, Hertwig was not the first scientist to have documented fertilization, nor was he the first to have used the sea urchin for fertilization research. At least three previously published descriptions of this event appeared in 1847, some 29 years earlier, including: (1) "Sur le development des oursins" (On the Development of Sea Urchins), by Adolphe Dufossé; (2) "Auszug aus einem Berichte des Akameikers v. Baër, aus Triest" (excerpt from a report by the University Graduate von Baër in Trieste), by Karl Ernst von Baër; and (3) "Observations sur le Méchanisme et les Phenomèmes qui Accompangent la Formation de L'Embryon chez l'Oursin Comestible" (Observations on the Mechanism and Phenomena which Accompany the Developmental Biology 300 (2006) 15 -26 www.elsevier.com/locate/ydbio Formation of the Embryo of the Edible Sea Urchin), by Alphonse Derbès. Today it is rare to find mention of these three 1847 publications in either the scientific or historical press. The scarcity of scientific literature that makes reference to these three papers suggests that they were unimportant scientifically, devoid of valuable or original information, or simply lost before the start of the twentieth century. Neither Oskar Hertwig, the alleged "father" of fertilization research, nor Hermann Fol, the first scientist to affirm that only one sperm is necessary for fertilization, make any reference to these scientists in their 1870s work on sea urchin fertilization (Fol, 1879; Hertwig, 1876) . More recently, when Alberto Monroy explored the history of this area of research, he was only able to trace it back to the work of Dufossé, making no reference to the other two works in question (Monroy, 1986) . Even though the name of von Baër, unlike Derbès and Dufossé, is far from forgotten, his study on sea urchin fertilization received virtually no attention compared to that afforded to his works on embryology. Indeed, in his 1950 book, Joseph Needham confers a mere footnote to von Baër's fertilization study as "well worth hunting out" (Needham, 1950) .
The following historical exploration is the spoils of just such a "hunt" for these works and an investigation of how (in) significant these studies actually were. In an attempt to resolve the question of why the works of Derbès, Dufossé, and von Baër were, for the greater part, lost in the years subsequent to their publications, this discussion will suggest the relevance of these studies and their findings in relation to both current understanding and the scientific theories of the time of their writing. With a special focus on the work of Alphonse Derbès, we will endeavor to highlight both the historical and scientific significance of these early documents in an effort to "rescue [them] from oblivion" (Monroy, 1986) .
Derbès: professional life and scientific contributions
Alphonse Ange Derbès was born May 8, 1808.
2 Though he began his scientific career in the field of physics, by 1840 Derbès converted to the study of biology under the guidance of the Marseillais botanist Louis Castagne. In 1847, the same year he received his doctorate from the University of Paris and published the research paper in question, Derbès was awarded the "grand prix des Sciences Physiques de L'Institut" for his research on the physiology of algae with his colleague Antoine Joseph Jean Solier.
3 In 1854, Derbès was named chair of natural sciences at the Faculté des Sciences de Marseille. After retiring from university life in 1877, he took up the position of museum curator at the Musée d'Histoire Naturelle in 1880, which he abandoned 2 years later to live out the rest of his life with his son Charles Lucien. Alphonse Derbès died January 27, 1894 at the age of 87 (Reynaud, 1993) . 4 Derbès' 1847 paper, "Observations sur le Méchanisme et les Phenomèmes qui Accompangent la Formation de L'Embryon chez l'Oursin Comestible" was the first of nine papers that he was to publish during his career.
5 When considering the subjects of his papers, it appears that Derbès' specialty was aquatic plant life, and more specifically, the physiology of algae. When contemplating his seemingly disparate work on sea urchins, it would seem that Derbès accidentally happened upon sea urchins during his algae studies. Indeed, Derbès himself presents his sea urchin study as an interesting aside to his research on the reproductive mechanisms of aquatic plants:
The studies that I have been pursuing for many years on the mechanism of fertilization in lower aquatic plants have driven me to do analogous research on several lower animals. The first [animal] to interest me was the edible sea urchin, the animal on which I have the most data. [In this paper], I will share my observations on this subject (Supplementary Data S34, Appendix A).
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Even Derbès' 1847 sea urchin paper testifies to his interest and knowledge of reproductive physiology. In fact, Derbès devotes several pages of his report to background information and future research proposals on hermaphrodism and the reproductive organs of Echinus esculentus. Regardless of Derbès' motivation for research within the animal kingdom, his findings furnished significant data for both plant and animal fertilization research for the enigma surrounding the mechanism of fertilization in both kingdoms was far from resolved.
Queries into the process of reproduction and "fecundation," the archaic term for fertilization, began during antiquity. Aristotle considered reproductive "tactics" as a basis of classification of animals: those who experienced spontaneous generation, those who underwent live birth, and those born from an egg (Horder, 1985) . Starting in the seventeenth century, the predominate theory of reproduction was that of preexistence or preformation. Preformationists held that all the components of a miniature organism existed within the sperm or egg prior to fertilization, merely growing in size during development. Ovists believed that this preformed organism was present within the egg and that pollen and male semen made no material contribution to the embryo during fertilization. Semen, it was commonly believed, initiated fertilization in some intangible 4 It should be noted here that Derbès was still alive and working at the time of publication of the revolutionary works of Hertwig and Fol. Though there are no records of any correspondence between these scientists, it is possible that Derbès would have had access to the works of these men, and vice versa, especially considering the geographical proximity of Derbès and Hermann Fol. Fol was working out of his laboratory in Villefranche sur Mer, approximately 200 km to the east up the coast from Marseille where Derbès was then residing. 5 According to the "Catalogue of Scientific Papers of the Royal society of London" (1800-1863, 1864-1874, and 1874-1900) . There is also mention of a Derbès having written a meteorological text in 1876, but it is unclear that this was written by the Derbès in question. 6 All quotations, unless otherwise cited, will come directly from the translation of Derbès (1847) provided in Appendix A, pages 29 to 47. The cited page numbers (S#) indicate the supplement pages where the quotation in question can be found.
manner. Indeed, early descriptions of the effects of semen frequently evoked the notion of a "germinative spirit" or a "fertilizing aura" (Farley, 1982) .
Conversely, Antoni van Leeuwenhoek and others argued that it was not the egg but the sperm which enveloped the preformed organism. Sperm, as was first reported by Leeuwenhoek, were a form of animalcule, a tiny living organism present in the testes of males throughout life, though only mature when the male himself reached maturity. Nicholas Hartsoeker, still cited today for his representation of the homunculus, went so far as to assert that an entire recognizable organism could be found coiled up within the head of a sperm. Most spermists, however, were not quite so extreme in their views; they believed, instead, in the preexistence of parts rather than that of the completed organism. Though spermism or animalculism maintained some support in the early eighteenth century, much of the learned world adhered to ovism. At the time, it was popular to believe that all things in nature bore a purpose, thus a preformed organism within sperm or pollen seemed far too wasteful since very few of the glut of sperm ever reach an egg (Farley, 1982) .
By the early to mid-eighteenth century, both spermist and ovist preexistence theories began experiencing critique. Linneus asserted that the universality of male and female reproductive organs as well as biparental inheritance patterns demonstrated an undeniable material role for both sexes in fertilization. Though he knew that the presence of both sexes was necessary for fertilization to occur, Linneus failed to provide a satisfactory explanation for this phenomenon. Linneus was not alone in his critique of preexistence theories and soon gained support from scientists such as the renowned eighteenth century French naturalist George-Louis de Buffon. His critique was also corroborated by the growing popularity of German epigenesis theories (Farley, 1982) .
Indeed, at the fall of the eighteenth century, German scientists such as Joseph Koelreuter and Lorenz Oken began to assert that preformation was a violation of the laws of nature. These epigenists claimed that a complete organism could not possibly exist within the embryo but that development was the result of both growth and differentiation forming an entirely novel being. An essential player in this debate was Karl Ernst von Baër, and his 1828 paper on the embryonic development of frogs, "Entwicklungsgeschichte der Thiere," was the most frequently cited proof of this theory. Despite this shift towards the modern perspective of fertilization and development, most epigenists still claimed that the activity of the seminal fluid alone, not the sperm, played a role in fertilization. Furthermore, ovism theories maintained support, especially among French naturalists, well into the nineteenth century (Farley, 1982) .
During the mid-nineteenth century, a "Great Debate" began over the role of sperm in fertilization, and more specifically, whether or not sperm and pollen actually penetrate eggs and pollen sacs, respectively. This debate was influenced by the theories of the previous generations, the emergence of cell theory in the 1830s, and the technological innovations of the time, namely achromatic microscope lenses (Farley, 1982) .
Technological advancements have been at the heart of numerous periods of growth and renewal of scientific understanding throughout history. In the realm of cell and molecular biology, no one technological tool has provided more scientific resolution than the microscope. In the early nineteenth century, microscope lenses were being developed which virtually eliminated the chromatic aberrations caused by variable diffraction of different wavelengths of white light. New achromatic microscopes were capable of bringing multiple primary colors into focus at the same point. Thus, by diminishing the colored fringes seen around images seen through the previous microscopes, these new lenses greatly increased resolution. During the 1820s, achromatic microscopes were being developed in several locations in both England and the European continent. Two of the major contributors to the development of the achromatic microscope were Giovan Amici (1786-1868) and Joseph Jackson Lister (1786 Lister ( -1869 , father of Joseph Lister. Amici's 1813 design of the catadioptric (mirror) microscope, free of chromatic aberrations, was improved by others and himself until his ultimate 1837 design with a resolving power of 0.001 mm and numerical aperture of 0.4 (Lister, 1830 ). Lister's 1826 achromatic microscope and 1830 paper on the theory of the microscope also greatly advanced the field by providing more than empirical data to the improvement of microscope design.
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Despite the increased clarity and magnification of these new microscopes, Lister himself conceded that even the achromatic microscope had its imperfections:
Even some good glasses …have a defect, against which we should be on our guard; that in certain directions of the light they are liable to show lines on an object which do not really exist (Kay and Shapiro, 1985) .
Furthermore, John Farley reminds us that much of early fertilization theory continued to entail "interpretation of a set of highly unreliable observations and experiments… such interpretation reflected the scientists' theoretical presuppositions about a whole range of related phenomena" (Farley, 1982) . Indeed, though microscopes enabled the visualization of many previously unseen events of fertilization, these newly witnessed spectacles were often made to fit into the preexisting theories of the time, if not entirely ignored.
8 Nonetheless, given their discovery of the largely transparent sea urchin egg as a specimen of research, Derbès, Dufossé, and von Baër were perhaps the first scientists to witness, with so little obstruction, the complete process of fertilization.
Derbès: the study of fertilization
With the "Great Debate" over fertilization raging at this time, one of Alphonse Derbès' primary queries was the role of sperm in fertilization: "What I most wished to discover [in my study], was the role that spermatozoids play in fertilization" (S38, Appendix A). Though he may not have interpreted all of his results as we understand them today, his observations were quite revealing .
To begin, Derbès artificially fertilized eggs by combining a drop of eggs ("red liquid") with a drop of semen ("white liquid") in sea water (S38, Appendix A). He found that many of these eggs quickly showed the signs of having undergone fertilization, namely the formation of the fertilization envelope. His test revealed that only eggs in the presence of sperm could be fertilized, but that the number of sperm could be limited, "three or four, sometimes even only one" (S38, Appendix A). He then demonstrated that the eggs would not develop in the complete absence of semen: "I assured myself of this by leaving isolated eggs by themselves [only to find that these eggs] did not tardy in decomposing," and, more specifically, that the sperm themselves were obligatory for fertilization to occur (S43, Appendix A). In 1847, even with the waning of the popular conception that sperm were parasites of the male reproductive organ, 9 considerable discussion remained as to whether the sperm or the seminal fluid was responsible for causing fertilization. One of the leading contributors in this debate was Theodor Ludwig Wilhelm Bischoff, an individual to whom Derbès makes implicit reference. 10 Bischoff was a nineteenth century physician and creator of the popular "contact theory" of fertilization. In his 1842 paper on fertilization in rabbits "Entwicklungsgeschichte des Kaninchen-Eies," Bischoff postulated that "the essence of fecundation lay in the chemicallike interaction of egg and semen" (Bischoff 1842 in Farley, 1982 . Greatly influenced by the chemical theories of his friend and colleague Justus von Liebig, Bischoff's early theories revolved around the notion that one body can be transformed or rearranged by the chemical influence of another body, purely by contact. He believed that fertilization was the result of a catalytic process by which seminal fluid, not sperm, contacted the surface of eggs and induced rearrangement within the egg. Sperm, he claimed, were responsible for facilitating the mixing of semen and egg.
11 At first, Bischoff rejected any notion of sperm entrance in an egg; "Only the dissolved part of the semen," he claimed "enter the egg" (Bischoff 1842 in Farley, 1982 . Following Martin Barry's claim that sperm could sometimes be found in the interior of eggs (Farley, 1982) , however, Bischoff amended his theory to allow for this possibility, thereby revealing his relative indifference to the localization of sperm in fertilization. Nonetheless, Bischoff maintained belief in the non-material role of sperm in this process. "The egg is a whole," he claimed, "[with] all the constituent parts" (Bischoff, 1847) . Though it is uncertain to what degree Derbès was familiar with this theory and others, his query into the role of sperm appears to have been influenced by Bischoff's contact theory.
Derbès attempted to elucidate the mystery over the role of sperm by filtering the sperm from his sea urchin, out of the seminal fluid prior to exposure to the eggs. His observation that the only successfully fertilized eggs were found in the presence of the few sperm that had leaked through the filter clearly supported the model that fertilization requires sperm, not just seminal fluid:
I also convinced myself of [sperm necessity] by subjecting eggs to the effects of filtered spermatic fluid. It is true that, when doing this, I always found a few fertilized eggs here and there; I always noticed the presence of a few spermatozoids by all these [fertilized] eggs, however, because, though I used a very tight and doubled filter, these little bodies are so nimble that a few always pass through (S43, Appendix A).
Derbès never did determine, however, the exact role that sperm play in fertilization of the egg.
Derbès was not the first to complete such an experiment with filtered seminal fluid, though it is unclear whether or not he had any knowledge of any such prior experiments. As early as 1785, Lazzaro Spallanzini published the results of his test in which he noticed the decreased fertilizing capacity of semen after successive filtering. Despite these seemingly revealing results about the importance of sperm, Spallanzini maintained that the seminal fluid was still the essential fertilizing agent. The filters, Spallanzini claimed, must have also removed some essential heavy component of this fluid (Farley, 1982) . On the other side of the debate, Jean-Louis Prevost and Jean-Baptiste Dumas, two scientists to which both Derbès and Dufossé make reference in their papers, cited similar tests as evidence of the active role of sperm in fertilization. Indeed, by 1821, Prevost and Dumas had asserted their belief that sperm contribute materially to the embryo and that the sperm actually enter the egg. This theory was criticized as being reminiscent of the outdated theory of animalculism, however, and hence was dismissed by many researchers of the day (Farley, 1982) .
For his part, Derbès seemed to adhere more closely to Spallanzini and Bischoff's theories of fertilization. Without the means to visualize the fusion of sperm and egg membranes or the entry and migration of the sperm pronucleus, Derbès assumed that the sperm do not "bring about the formation of the embryo, at least not directly" (S43, Appendix A). Though Derbès was correct in stating that he never witnessed the presence of sperm within the yolk proper, he mistook his rather accurate observations of the fertilization envelope (discussed below) as evidence that sperm never contact the "yolk" and could thus play no direct or material role in fertilization:
As of now, one can assert that the spermatozoids never pass the hyaline envelope, and that, consequently, [they] do not enter into the egg; à fortiori, [the sperm] never reach the yolk. One is readily assured of this when the hyaline envelope manifests itself; every time one brings the large horizontal circle of the egg into the focus of the microscope, one sees that the space between the yolk and the limit of the envelope is always perfectly clear and exempt of all spermatozoids. It is just as easy to convince oneself [that the sperm never reach the yolk], however, when the hyaline envelope remains adhered to the yolk: the egg of an urchin, though colored, is of a transparency that admirably promotes 9 Indeed, Karl Ernst von Baër's term spermatozoa was derived from the meaning "animals of the semen" (Farley, 1982) . 10 Derbès cites the "zone of Bischoff" (A39). 11 At this point, it is relevant to suggest a justification for Derbès seemingly gratuitous emphasis on egg and sperm movement during the period surrounding fertilization. In all, several pages of his documentation of fertilization are devoted to his documentation of sperm and egg movement. Derbès makes a point of documenting in painstaking detail the three variations and potential instigators of sperm and egg movement that he observed. It is possible that he was exploring Bischoff's theory of sperm movement as a facilitator of fertilization: "the destiny of the sperm is to preserve the mixing of semen through their motion" (Bischoff 1845 in Farley, 1982 The citation above proves that Derbès, like Dufossé and von Baër, appreciated the transparent quality of the sea urchin egg as an attractive specimen for fertilization research years before Oskar Hertwig had even begun his fertilization studies. In addition, the fact that Derbès was therefore correctly never able to observe sperm within the yolk of the egg was an important rebuttal of the re-emerging animalculism theory suggested by the works of Dumas and Prevost. While providing evidence for the necessity of sperm, Derbès' observations clearly demonstrated the impossibility that sperm contained all the necessary constituents of the embryo. His paper explicitly documents embryonic development of the fertilized egg, not development of the sperm in association with the egg as a sort of 'food source'.
When considering Derbès, documentation of sperm and egg interactions, it is also relevant to note his rather astute observation of altered sperm motility in the proximity of the egg. Not only does such an observation call to mind recent research on the effect of egg extracellular matrix on sperm dynamics, but it highlights the important reciprocal role that sperm and eggs play on one another: not only do sperm act on the egg, but the egg acts upon the sperm. Today we know that the majority of Derbès' many detailed observations of sperm and egg movements are insignificant in that they offer no apparent insight into the mechanism of fertilization or subsequent development of the embryo. On the other hand, Derbès' description of differential sperm motility in the jelly layer is relevant in terms of our current understanding of chemoattraction and sperm activation.
When depicting the nature of the sea urchin egg, Derbès makes explicit reference to a jelly, or "mucus" layer ( Fig. 4): …[a] deformation has occurred despite the fact that [the eggs] do not appear to touch one another. It is thus permissible to think that they are each encircled by a layer of very colorless and transparent substance that one cannot distinguish, through which the pressure of surrounding [eggs] is transmitted (S32,Appendix A). [This mucus-like atmosphere] has poorly defined contours at its periphery, but these quickly become clearer by means of the filamentous "spermatics" that find themselves almost glued there. It is to the existence of this layer of a perfectly transparent substance that one should attribute the deformations mutually suffered by eggs that are juxtaposed, even if seemingly at a distance (S39, Appendix A).
In addition to noting correctly the "cushioning" property of the egg jelly and its similar refraction index to that of sea water, Derbès documents its effects on sperm movement. He makes note of both sperm agglutination and increased sperm motility within various regions of the jelly layer (Fig. 5) . He does not, however, make any effort to explain the causality of, or reasons for, such changes:
…in the neighborhood of the egg, [the sperm] do not move with the same ease as in the rest of the ambient liquid, as if they had penetrated into a more dense medium where their movements are restricted. When they all arrive together in considerable numbers, they agglutinate together in a sort of mucus-like atmosphere that encircles the egg…When this thick layer was crossed by the spermatozoids, [the sperm], having arrived at the surface of the egg, move with more liberty and with an intensification of speed (S39, Appendix A).
Had Derbès comprehended the role of sperm in fertilization, perhaps then he would have been able to appreciate the importance of this observation. Indeed, it is surprising that Derbès' observation did not provoke further investigation into the interaction between egg and sperm or consideration of the implications of such a finding in terms of sperm necessity in fertilization. One might have asked, for example, why the egg would effect sperm if indeed sperm played no role in fertilization. In recent years, sperm motility in the jelly layer has become an important topic of research such that we now have a molecular explanation for the observations Derbès so clearly documented (Darszon et al., 2005) .
Egg jelly interacts with sperm in several ways including chemoattraction and initiation of the acrosome reaction (AR). First, to date, over 100 sperm-activating peptides (SAPs) have been identified in the egg jelly of various sea urchin species. Two such SAPs are speract, isolated from Strongylocentrotus purpuratus egg jelly, and resact, purified from Arabacia punctulata. When bound to their respective sperm receptors, these chemoattractants bring about changes in sperm metabolic rate and motility through alterations in membrane potential, concentration of cyclic nucleotides, and internal pH (Darszon et al., 2005) . Second, the egg jelly is responsible for the initiation of the acrosome reaction, the process by which the outer acrosomal membrane and the plasma membrane of the sperm head fuse, thereby dumping the acrosomal contents and exposing the acrosomal membrane to the egg surface. The AR of sea urchins is induced by the presence of a fucose sulfate polymer present in egg jelly whose variations seem to confer a degree of species specificity to sperm and egg interaction. This activation event induces a pH-dependent polymerization of actin at the sperm head, extending the acrosomal process whose bindin-embedded membrane is critical for sperm-egg, species-specific fusion. The AR is a mandatory process for successful in vivo fertilization in all species whose sperm possess an acrosome (Darszon et al., 2005) .
Similar to much of his rather unconfident writing, Derbès erroneously suggests that this "mucus layer" may not be necessary for fertilization and development to occur. He records having witnessed instances in which he never perceived the jelly layer or any of its effects:
This layer, although generally observed, does not seem to be indispensable; indeed, there have been occasions when I was unable to determine its presence by any means and this did not seem to influence the subsequent phenomena (S39, Appendix A).
This statement can likely be attributed to the fact that Derbès makes no mention of having consistently observed the same eggs. Egg jelly dissolves in pH 5.0 sea water, and hence Derbès may have observed cases in which the eggs had already lost their jelly coats.
12 Indeed, all fertilized and unfertilized eggs eventually lose their jelly coats when left in sea water. It is also possible, given the transparency of the jelly layer as well as the deficiencies of the microscope he would have used, that Derbès was merely unable to visualize the jelly layer in certain cases, especially those instances in which no sperm surrounded the egg at the time of visualization. Alternatively, it is also possible for jelly from one egg to activate sperm which ultimately fertilize another egg without any apparent jelly coat of its own.
Such an occurrence could have suggested to Derbès that egg jelly is indispensable. Regardless of the source of his interpretation, today we know that Derbès was inaccurate in his claim that the jelly coat is not a requisite for fertilization because of the indispensable role it plays in initiating the acrosome reaction.
Having witnessed sperm movement to and in the proximity of the egg, Derbès used the formation of the fertilization envelope as an indication that fertilization had finally occurred. Derbès' remarkably accurate and detailed observations of the fertilization envelope constitute the only record of his 1847 paper which, to our knowledge, has surfaced in subsequent scientific press. Indeed, with no other discussion of Derbès or his work, Kay and Shapiro (1985) cite his 1847 description of the fertilization envelope as follows:
The first effect of the [sperm's] approach is the sudden appearance of an envelope that is perfectly transparent and which surrounds the yellow [egg] at a certain distance and appears first as a circular line. I saw this envelope first appearing in the case of the contact of a very small number of sperm (three, four, sometimes even one)…Sometimes the sperm move rapidly and strongly on the surface of the yellow [egg], sometimes kicking the surface in rapid succession as if they wanted to get inside, sometimes they stuck to the surface by their anterior part and beat their caudal appendix quickly. One might say that sometimes they succeed in making a transient, small depression. One can see they also constrain themselves by making varied movement as if they don't want to enter. The yellow [egg] gets a kind of wrinkling on its surface and, as a result, it detaches itself at some points from the membrane which covers it; at the same time, this membrane is distended just like a bladder one would inflate and it moves away from the yellow [egg] which quickly becomes spherical again and its dimensions are not at all altered (Kay and Shapiro, 1985) . 13 In this description, Derbès correctly documents the action of sperm upon the egg followed by the separation of the vitelline membrane from the egg plasma membrane.
Throughout the paper, Derbès refers to the space between the "yolk" (egg) and the "encircling membrane" as the "hyaline envelope" likely due to its transparent nature. Today, scientists refer to this "perivitelline space" as the space between the plasma membrane and the fertilization envelope containing a high density of the protein hyalin. The hyaline layer, by its modern definition, is formed as a result of cortical granule exocytosis upon fertilization (Giudice, 1986) . It has been shown that this layer has a structural role in morphogenesis by holding blastomeres together as well as a signaling role in tissue morphogenesis. The hyaline layer, maintains its integrity following hatching, and thus any sperm-occluding capacities it may possess do not necessarily suggest that it plays a role in the block to polyspermy (Stearns, 1974) .
Though Derbès does suggest that the "hyaline envelope" is the first effect of fertilization, he claims that this envelope is not required for the rest of embryonic development to occur. He makes note of having seen some cases in which the "outer" (vitelline) layer of certain eggs "seems to remain adhered to the yolk" without hindering subsequent development of the embryo (A38, Appendix A). Today we know that such an explanation is not likely since sea urchin fertilization is always followed by the formation of a fertilization envelope. This inaccuracy again highlights the fact that Derbès makes no mention of having continuously watched the same eggs or embryos during his experiments. One can thus assume that the unfertilized eggs he visualized in his preparations degraded and disappeared when he re-observed the culture at cleavage or gastrulation.
According to Kay and Shapiro (1985) , Derbès' observation of the fertilization envelope is one of the earliest known. Although he never suggests the cause or effect of the formation of the fertilization envelope in regard to fertilization, today we recognize the "wrinkling" that he perceived at the surface of the yolk as cortical granule exocytosis, and necessary for the slow block to polyspermy:
The yolk then experiences a sort of wrinkling at its surface, from where it will detach at several points from the encircling membrane; at the same time [this membrane] distends, like an inflating bladder, and separates from the yolk, which soon regains its spherical shape, its dimensions entirely unaltered (S38, Appendix A).
Derbès correctly correlates the initiation of this phenomenon with fertilization and comments on its effectiveness in keeping sperm from reaching the yolk: "the spermatozoids never pass the hyaline envelope." However, while he seemed to understand that sperm brought about formation of the fertilization envelope, he never reconciles the fact that this same structure also prevents all sperm from reaching the yolk. As mentioned previously, this confusion seems to have lead him to inaccurately believe that sperm never make contact with the yolk at all. In all fairness, Derbès' conclusions were consistent with his findings and it was not until significant technological advancement that Hertwig was capable of his observations. Nevertheless, with his detailed description of the rapid morphological changes endured by the egg's surface, one would have expected these observations to have stimulated many questions about spermegg interactions in both Derbès himself and in his readers.
In the hundred and fifty some years since its writing, many such questions were eventually asked and some even answered. In 1877, Hermann Fol claimed that the fertilization envelope served as a block to polyspermy. At the time, however, this hypothesis was criticized because of the "slow" nature of fertilization envelope formation and ignorance of the "fastblock" to polyspermy. Today Fol's theory has been shown to be correct since the fertilization envelope does indeed serve as a slow and permanent block to polyspermy. In 1910, Harvey recognized the resilient properties of the fertilization envelope as a chemical barrier to the outer environment. By 1913, Jacques Loeb claimed that "every biologist knew" about the formation of the fertilization envelope following fertilization. Since then, many twentieth and twenty-first century fertilization studies have been devoted to describing the chemical changes which confer the fertilized egg with this mechanical and permeability barrier (Kay and Shapiro, 1985) .
Despite these relatively early discoveries about the function of the fertilization envelope, there remains a gap of some 30 years between Derbès' observations and Fol's first proposal of its function. Had Derbès' study not been lost, it is possible that exploration of such topics could have begun earlier, such that today, over 150 years later, scientists might have had an even more complete understanding of the necessary and sufficient molecular components of sperm and egg activation.
Derbès: the study of sea urchin development
As is suggested by the title of his 1847 paper, The Mechanisms and Phenomena that Accompany the Formation of the Embryo of the Edible Sea Urchin, Derbès explores not only fertilization, but also the development of the sea urchin embryo through metamorphosis. Derbès' paper begins with a discussion of the reproductive physiology of one of the Mediterranean sea urchins, E. esculentus. He suggests several methods of distinguishing between the sexes, including taste, but ultimately concludes that the best means of differentiation is comparison of emissions. He then describes these emissions, the gametes, and the point at which the eggs are ready for fertilization 14 .
Like his observations and graphical depictions of fertilization, Derbès' discussion and portrayal of embryogenesis are remarkably detailed and accurate. He describes holoblastic, radial cleavage (Derbès, 1847; Figs. 6-8) , Some time after impregnation, the yolk begins to segment itself, first in two, then in four, and so on and so forth, each new cell in turn dividing in two. The time taken for this segmentation varies. Around three hours after fertilization, I still had yolks divided in two, four, and eight simultaneously on my viewing slide…(S44, Appendix A)
When the yolk had divided in two, I saw that each of these segments contained a small vesicle. It seems that this was the result of the division of the germinal vesicle. Each of these small vesicles is the center of a vague radiation. During the division into four, I no longer saw the vesicle but only a radiation around a more or less central point. Even this is no longer perceptible in the more advanced segmentations (S44, Appendix A).
the formation of the blastocoel (Derbès, 1847; Fig. 9 ), Between the sixth and seventh hour after fertilization, the subdivisions can no longer be counted exactly. [At this point,] the cells start to occupy the periphery while leaving a central space between them where they do not develop, or which contains much smaller and colorless [cells] . After the seventh hour, the peripheral cells become more and more numerous and tightly packed, making this accumulation [of cells] more and more unified. The central space also becomes more clearly defined, [such that,] around the tenth hour, the embryo has acquired the characteristics that it will have at the moment of hatching (S45, Appendix A).
hatching (Derbès, 1847; Figs. 10 and 11), Hatching takes place from the twelfth to the twenty-fourth hour, depending on the circumstances and even on the individual. It is preceded by embryonic movements. [the embryo] moves either in a continuous manner by turning on itself, or in a jerky manner. A rip manifests itself in the envelope where the embryo begins [to exit]; now the cilia are very apparent. As a result of thrashing back and forth, the embryo finally achieves its freedom and, swimming, advances in a double movement: a translation, often rather rapid, and a rotation which sometimes degenerates into a simple swaying [movement] . It is now easy to perceive that the entire surface is covered with vibrating cilia which are the locomotive organs (S45, Appendix A).
gastrulation (Derbès, 1847; Figs. 12-15) , During the twelve hours following hatching, the spherical form of the larva is altered by a depression at one point on the surface. Little by little this depression becomes more apparent and its center is pierced by an orifice which connects to the rudiments of an intestinal cavity. As of this moment, if the larva is swimming freely and unencumbered, this orifice is always directed forward and usually upward: in other words, the diameter which passes by the orifice is vertical, and the mouth points towards the zenith. Soon the diameter grows a bit, [and] at the same time, the portion of the surface which is depressed becomes roughly triangular such that the animalcule takes a form which approaches that of a truncated pyramid whose base is pierced at its center by the oral orifice (A45-46, Appendix A).
elaboration of the tissues, and behavior of individual cells of the larvae. 15 Derbès' illustrations and descriptions are highly detailed and accurate, with few exceptions. One mistake that he does make in his interpretations, in his naming of the "oral orifice" at the base of the truncated pyramid. This opening, now referred to as the blastopore, is in fact the future anal opening of this basal deuterostome. The oral opening appears later and is the opening documented in the upper aspect, the oral ectoderm, of his larvae in Figs. 16-20 . The anal opening, coming out of the plane of the diagram in these same figures, is formed from the original "depression" of the spherical embryo. This misinterpretation of the origin of each orifice is likely the result of Derbès not following an individual embryo through development, but by interpretation of multiple individuals throughout their development. All other descriptions by the author are remarkably accurate and detailed; he documents the various cilia and their activity on different faces of the larvae, he shows both optical cross-section and surface views of the embryos during cleavage (segmentation), movement of blastocoelar cells, swimming behavior of the larvae, formation of the skeleton, movement of pigment cells, and even esophageal contractions. He goes on to perform experiments on his larvae, such as adding "morphine salt or strychnine into the liquid" and observing disappearance of the skeletal system and even makes note of the temperature-dependent rate of development. Derbès also documents the gonads [spokes] of the animal, the gonadopores [orifices encircling the anus], and discounts the previously supposed hermaphrodism of echinoderms (Figs. 21-27 ).
Dufossé and von Baër
Alphonse Derbès was not alone in his pre-Hertwigian documentation of sea urchin fertilization and early development. Derbès was, in fact, preceded by two other publications to which he himself makes reference in his 1847 paper. The first, a letter by Adolphe Dufossé to the editor (1834-1885) of the Annales des Sciences Naturelles, Henri Milne Edwards, "Observations sur le development des oursins (Echinus esculentus)" was first published in Comptes Rendus Hebdomadaires des Scéances de l'Academie des Sciences in January of 1847. The second, an essay on sea urchin fertilization by Karl Ernst von Baër, "Auszug aus einem Berichte des Akademikers v. Baër, aus Triest," was submitted for publication in 1845 and published in the Bulletin de la Classe Physico-Mathématique de l'Academie Impériale des Sciences de St. Pétersbourg in 1847. Like the work of Derbès on this subject, it appears that little was said or known of these papers shortly following their respective publications.
While biographical information on Derbès is hard to come by, similar information on Dufossé is virtually nonexistent. 16 An Adolphe Dufossé can be found on the electorate lists of Marseille from 1867 to 1869 which would suggest, if this be the Dufossé in question, that he may have been born around 1809 (Reynaud, 1993) . In addition, it is known that a Dr. Dufossé was a professor at the École de Médecine of Marseille and that he published about seven scientific articles including his observations of sea urchin development, a paper on fish hermaphrodism in the Serranus fish species (1856), and several papers on fish communication among European fish species.
17 Given the lack of biographical information about Dufossé and his limited bibliographic legacy, it would not appear that Dufossé was as acclaimed a scientist in his time as was Derbès. As a professor at a medical school, he may have also been a practicing physician and may have thus dedicated less of his time to less "practical" scientific pursuits. This is purely conjecture, however, and without more information about Dufossé's life or studies, one can only be certain of the fact that his scientific work has been relatively unknown and his legacy short-lived.
When compared to the work of Derbès, Dufossé's "Observations" are less detailed and emphasize early development far more than they do fertilization. Like Derbès, Dufossé revealed the possibility of artificially fertilizing sea urchin eggs by combining them with semen and sea water.
I assured myself…that among the eggs that one finds in the deepest folds of the ovary, all those which have the characteristics just indicated, can be artificially fecundated in place, and the embryo that each [egg] contains can develop as long as one puts…their external membrane in contact with a droplet of semen and sea water sufficiently renewed (Dufossé, 1847 ).
Dufossé did not, however, suggest the significance of the role of semen in this process. On the contrary, he seemed to assert an ovist perspective by claiming that the egg "contains" the embryo and merely requires semen to initiate development. Though Derbès was familiar with Dufossé's documentation of this process, unlike Dufossé, Derbès was apparently unsatisfied with the role of sperm in the popular ovism theory in France at the time.
Not only was Dufossé less open-minded to the notion of sperm contribution during fertilization, but he also lacked the same observational aptitude and patience as Derbès. Indeed, Dufossé entirely neglects to document both the egg jelly and the formation of the fertilization envelope. Dufossé's first remarks following fertilization occur some "thirteen to fifteen minutes after impregnation" (Dufossé, 1847) . At this point, Dufossé, like Derbès, discusses the insignificant rotational movement of the egg. Finally, making reference to the embryological works of Prevost, Dumas and von Baër, Dufossé follows cleavage, gastrulation, and elaboration of the endoderm, mesoderm, and ectoderm until around the twentieth day after fertilization. Though Dufossé's paper is of less interest here, it does merit attention for its scientific and historical value in embryology and developmental biology literature. Furthermore, although his fertilization records are limited, Dufossé's paper does reveal the value of the sea urchin as a prime specimen for research in fertilization and development due to its transparent nature and the fact that it is externally fertilized.
In contrast to both Derbès and Dufossé, Karl Ernst von Baër's legacy has not vanished over the last century and a half. He was a man of many hats, renowned in fields as diverse as anthropology, craniology, ethnography, and geography. Indeed, seven geographical objects throughout the world continue to bear his name. Though he made meritorious contributions in all of these fields and others, he is perhaps most well known as the father of comparative embryology. Having first graduated as a doctor of medicine, von Baër did not begin his embryological study until the 1820s in Kalingrad, Russia (formerly Konigsberg, the capital of East Prussia) during which time he discovered the mammalian ovum and was the first to document the blastula stage of its development. His 1828 paper, "Uber Entwickelungsgeschichte der Their," is frequently cited as the foundation of epigenesis theory. Over the course of his life and versatile career, von Baër published over 400 papers and was a member of almost 100 scientific institutions (Tammiksaar) .
Despite his continued renown, von Baër's work on sea urchins does not figure into this legacy. Of the numerous translations of, and references to, his many papers, most have focused on his study of embryonic development. One reason for this focus may be that embryology was the field of study about which von Baër himself was most intrigued. Indeed, in his three-hundred plus page autobiography, he pays but lip service to his 1847 study on sea urchin fertilization:
In 1845 I undertook a journey to the Adriatic where, in Trieste, I first observed a great diversity of the animal world in the southern sea. In summer, however, I found very little material for embryology, which still remained at the center of my attention. Such material became available mostly in the fall and afforded me many interesting observations. Particularly fascinating were fertilization experiments with ascidians and sea urchins. These experiments caused me to revisit Genoa and Trieste in the following year (Oppenheimer, 1986 ).
It appears that, although von Baër was intrigued by his findings about fertilization, he chose to focus his studies on embryology and his major contributions have retained their appeal ever since.
Explaining the loss of these works
Now that we can appreciate the significance of these three documents, one must inevitably ask why they were ever lost. Though no direct evidence suggests that these works influenced later fertilization research by scientists such as Oskar Hertwig or Hermann Fol, one cannot rule out the possibility that they may have at least had indirect influence on later research. Indeed, referencing was not an obligatory component of scientific papers in the 1840s, which may have contributed to the apparent "loss" of many such works, at least by title and author. Beyond the lack of referencing, however, other factors inherent in time and place of their publishing may have aided in the disappearance of these works.
When considering the number of publications and the scientific journals in which these papers were published, one would actually be more inclined to believe that these articles were highly read. 18 Though Milne Edwards did not publicly respond to this letter through any published work of his own, his role in its publication does suggest an acknowledgement of the scientific merit of Dufossé's documentation of sea urchin fertilization and development. Derbès' paper was published in the subsequent volume (8e tome) of the Annales des Sciences Naturelles, making reference to the preceding work of Dufossé. 19 Evidence which further suggests that these works would have had a large audience lies in the fact that the scientific journals which contained them were highly regarded. According to Dan Ospovat, the Annales des Sciences Naturelles was "one of the most widely read and prestigious scientific periodicals of the time" (Ospovat, 1976) . As such, it is likely that its English counterpart, The Annals of Natural History, was similarly esteemed. Though the lack of referencing at the time renders it difficult to ascertain the extent to which these works influenced scientists of that time period, it is clear that, by the 1870s, little to no mention was ever again made to these papers. Given the merit of the journals in which the articles were published, however, it is unlikely that poor publication was the cause of their disappearance.
An alternative explanation for the loss of these works is that the late 1840s were tumultuous times in Europe. The Revolution of 1848, having erupted most violently in Paris, swept through most of western and central Europe. Though the revolts were instigated primarily by crop failures and economic crises, the period was also marked by a cholera epidemic and by the emergence of a newly strengthened middle class seeking more liberal and nationalist reforms (Stearns, 2001) . Even though Derbès, Dufossé, and von Baër did not reside in the heart of the uprisings and were still all clearly able to complete their research, it is still relevant to note that their livelihoods were inevitably affected by such political and economic unrest. Furthermore, during such a time, communication between scientists was likely to have been more hindered than usual and circulation of their writing more constricted. As a result, it is possible that the scientific readership was greatly diminished during this time period which could have aided in the lack of appreciation of these documents.
Not only was 1847 an inopportune time to be publishing scientific work in Europe, but, at least for Derbès and Dufossé, place may also have been undesirable. During the "Great Debate," a significant rift developed between French and German camps of thought. French theorists were often considered outdated and their microscopic techniques less refined than those of the great laboratories of Johannes Muller and Jan Purkinje in Germany. Many French scientists continued to ascribe to the eighteenth century preformed egg theories while, in Germany, the popularity of epigenesis was growing. Even the theories of those naturalists working in France who appreciated the significance of sperm, like Jean-Baptiste Dumas and Jean-Louis Prevost, were criticized for resembling preexistence theory (Farley, 1982) .
Had Derbès and Dufossé been viewed as allied to the work of Dumas and Prevost, to whom they both make explicit reference, their papers may also have been received negatively. According to John Farley, the work of Dumas and Prevost was often overlooked, being seen as a resurrection of animalcule models of the eighteenth century (Farley, 1982) . Derbès' paper does not, however, ascribe solely to French theories. He also demonstrates knowledge of, and adherence to, the German camp of the debate. Though the editor of the Annales des Sciences Naturelles at the time, Henri Milne Edwards, indicates Derbès' ignorance of a contemporaneous work of Johannes Muller, Derbès does reference both von Baër and Bischoff.
In the end, it is impossible to predict the response that such works would have received by solely considering the legacy of the scientists to whom these men made reference. Indeed, despite the alleged rejection of the work of Dumas and Prevost in their time, their names and papers are still cited today as key players in the history of embryology (Farley, 1982; Horder, 1985) .
In a final attempt to shed light upon the mysterious disappearance of these works, one must reexamine the persona of these authors as both scientists and men. While too little is known about Dufossé and the lack of attention on von Baër's fertilization study seems largely due to his own emphasis, an investigation of Derbès' personality is revealing. By all biographical accounts, it would appear that Derbès lead the life of an esteemed scientist, therefore making his disappearance from the scientific and historical literature puzzling. Nonetheless, it is possible that, being primarily a botanist, his name and work were less known to those who specialized in the animal kingdom. This seems unlikely, however, given the many parallels that were drawn between pollination and fertilization in the early fertilization literature and debates. A possible, yet limited explanation for the present ignorance of Derbès' legacy lies in his humility. According to the current French biologist, Georges Reynaud at the time of Derbès death "one insisted on his devotion to his students, his extreme modesty, and his self-effacing personality" (Reynaud, 1993) . Indeed, Derbès asked to be buried in silence in a common cemetery. Though a humble character alone is unlikely to have lead to his virtually complete disappearance from scientific memory, this, in conjunction with the time period, the place, 18 There is no mention of a translator having been employed for this translated version, suggesting that Dufossé may have done his own translation. 19 It is relevant to note here that both Derbès and Dufossé were living and teaching in Marseilles around the time of their publications. It is thus probable that they had met and may have even corresponded about their research. Though Derbès does not credit Dufossé with having inspired his studies, for he claims to have begun his research prior to any knowledge of Dufossé's work, the fact that Derbès had read Dufossé's article does suggest that scientists were both reading and contemplating the early work of Dufossé at the time.
and the lack of referencing may have lead to the current underappreciation of this scientist.
Regardless of the exact causes behind the disappearance of these works, the works themselves attest to the brilliance of these scientists who were, in many regards, decades ahead of their time. Not only were they perhaps the first scientists to use and appreciate the value of the sea urchin as a specimen of fertilization and developmental research, but they also provided detailed and accurate observations of a series of phenomena, the mechanisms of which remain subject to speculation even today.
